‘AUTHENTICITY’
IN CONTEMPORARY MUSIC
Peter Hill wonders if Early Music specialists can learn from today’s composers

CAGE—ECKHART—ZIMMERMANN
Christopher Fox on Walter Zimmermann and the intellectual background to his music

‘TABUH—TABUHAN’
Douglas Young’s second article on the music of Colin McPhee

Young’s ‘Ludwig’
Harvey’s ‘Madonna of Winter and Spring’
Birtwistle’s ‘Yan Tan Tethera’
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JAMES REID-BAXTER is a founder member of the Carver Choir, devoted to the revival and performance of the music of the 16th-century Scottish composer Robert Carver.

KENNETH CAMPBELL is a lecturer in Law at King’s College, London.

WILLIAM MIVAL is a composer, and teaches in the Junior Department of the Royal College of Music. His Gleamt Deseethe ... for chamber ensemble has been recorded by the BBC for future broadcasting.
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First Performances

'Madonna of Winter and Spring'

'Ludwig'

Heraklion Festival

'The Fifer'

'Yan Tan Tethera'

Books

Szymanowski Symposium

Roger Sessions

William Alwyn
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Höller and Ferneyhough

Butler's 'Theatre of Memory'

Dickinson's Concertos

Lutoslawski

Howard Ferguson

Loeffler
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